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Lit exterior of 18th century Georgian home, Surrey
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Maureen Dew and partner Jeremy in their Georgian Surrey residence
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Faux thyme on fireplace in spacious hallway with Christmas gifts on table
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Faux thyme on fireplace in spacious hallway with Christmas gifts on table
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Christmas tree in living room with table painted pale grey
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Christmas tree in living room with table painted pale grey
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Christmas tree in living room with table painted pale grey
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Co-ordinated cream upholstery with smart tailored details in Georgian living room
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Co-ordinated cream upholstery with smart tailored details in Georgian living room
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Lit candles in a variety of holders with holly
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Red wine and holly
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Cream furniture and Christmas trees in orangery
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Cream furniture and Christmas trees in orangery
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Cream furniture and Christmas trees in orangery
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Dining table with buttoned chairs under skylight in orangery
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Dining table with buttoned chairs under skylight in orangery
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Maureen Dew at home preparing table at Christmas, Surrey
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Maureen Dew at home preparing table at Christmas, Surrey
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Maureen Dew and partner Jeremy in their Georgian Surrey home
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Christmas dining, table detail in 18th century Georgian home
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Christmas dining, table detail in 18th century Georgian home
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Christmas dining, table detail in 18th century Georgian home
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Christmas dining, table detail in 18th century Georgian home
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Christmas dining, table detail in 18th century Georgian home
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Lit candles and Christmas trees under skylight in orangery
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Spacious kitchen island unit with Christmas decorations in 18th century Georgian home
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Spacious kitchen island unit with Christmas decorations in 18th century Georgian home
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Satsumas and chinaware decorated with Christmas trees
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Twig arrangement with Christmas decorations in kitchen
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Twig arrangement with Christmas decorations in kitchen
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Twig arrangement with Christmas decorations in kitchen
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Christmas cards on shelving above double sink in 18th century home
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Spacious kitchen, island unit with Christmas decorations and chrome bar stools
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Spacious kitchen, island unit with Christmas decorations and chrome bar stools
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Spacious kitchen, island unit with Christmas decorations and chrome bar stools
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Faux fur throw on double bed with Christmas stockings on sofa in window
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Faux fur throw on double bed with Christmas stockings on sofa in window
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Baskets soften the look of hotel style basins in Surrey home
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Baskets soften the look of hotel style basins in Surrey home
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Garlands of ivy on posts of four poster bed
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Garlands of ivy on posts of four poster bed
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Hand-stitched gift bags and Christmas stockings
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Garlands of ivy on posts of four poster bed
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Garlands of ivy on posts of four poster bed
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Detached 18th century Georgian home in Surrey
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Detached 18th century Georgian home in Surrey
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Maureen and Jeremy Dew sit together on a bench in grounds of their Surrey home
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Maureen and Jeremy Dew sit together in Surrey home
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